**Medieval Resources**


Popular, award-winning children’s fantasy novel based in a fictional Medieval Kingdom that explores many feudal and universal power roles and how a mouse might be an unlikely hero as he breaks with conventional roles.


Another perspective on a different Medieval setting in this non-fiction book.


Excellent book for students as read aloud or prompt for the drama. Historical Fiction based on the premise of being the journal of a thirteenth century page boy. Explores the feudal system hierarchy.

**Seuss, Dr. The 500 Hats of Bartholomew Cubbins.** Random House, 1989 edition.

Excellent exploration of power and power roles through a simple read aloud about a boy whose hat will not come off as he salutes the king in a fictional kingdom.


Historical Fiction of how a parcel of dress patterns carries the Plague to a community in Medieval England.

**Websites for other Medieval Reference Books:**

http://ravensgard.org/gerekr/childmedbib.html

http://www.larsdatter.com/kids-books.htm